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My Dharma Affinities
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ON AUGUST , 2008 IN THE BUDDHA HALL AT THE CITY OF THE TEN THOUSAND BUDDHAS
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was born in Taiwan. I am
thirty years old. At age
ten, my family immigrated to
the United States. That same
year a family friend, who is
a disciple of the Venerable
Master, told my mom about
the City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas (CTTB) and that
there was a bus going up from
the Gold Wheel Monastery
in Los Angeles to CTTB. We
were new in the United States and
had no relatives and very few friends.
For the most part we didn’t get to
go anywhere. When my mom heard
about the Gold Wheel bus, she thought
it would be a good idea to take me and
my sisters on this bus ride as a kind of
cheap family vacation. So that was my
first time at the City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas, in the winter of 1988. We
spent our first New Years in America
at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas.
Little did I know that I would be
spending many more New Years at the
City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, but
not until a few years later.
At that time my family wasn’t
Buddhist yet. The family friend who
told us about the CTTB bus gave my
mom many books by the Venerable
Master. When I became interested in
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ڃڇᖋڶԿଡૹऱైڂ
ᐙݺΖรԫਢᘣ२वᢝΖڕ
࣠ڶ୮Գფऱᣂᡖࡉԫଡپ
ైՂڝᐔऱڂړᒴΙڶ࣠ڕ
DRBYऱऄ֖ԫದᖂ۵ऄΙ࣠ڕ
ڶऄஃΕ۔ஃଚऱඒᖄࡉᏆ
ઔᛜ֗ऄᄎΔվ֚༉լᄎ
ڶԫଡ݄ڇ۵ഘՂךየऄࡉس
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ױᤛऱՠ࿓હནΙ܀ຍࠄڣ
ࠐΔ֨ॾݺऱᏺ९ਢࠐ۞࣍֨ᨋ
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ψঅॾٛω༉ਢլጥሖࠩٚ۶
ऱܺᣄΔࢨृณছऱტᚨۖ
౨অഒࡳऱॾ֨ᤉᥛଥΖ
รԿរਢ࠹ΖչᏖࡋΛ
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ݺଚڇ࠹ԿូࠉΔݺऱូࠉ
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Ζࢬݺאઌॾഒݹ৳ࡉڶଡ
ԳࡐࡳऱפᓰΔਢৰૹऱΖ
religion, I decided that I would look
into Buddhism first since it was very
accessible. I said to myself that after
I learn about Buddhism I would look
into other religions. I would study
them one by one to see which one
makes the most sense to me. Well, I did
not know that the Buddhadharma is so

vast and deep that to this day I have
not looked into a second religion!
When I was thirteen, I told my
mom that I wanted to become a
vegetarian. She acquiesced. After I
turned vegetarian, my oldest sister
followed, and then my dad and my
other sister also turned vegetarian after
a few years. It wasn’t until recently
that I realized how fortunate it is to
have a vegetarian family. Through
DRBY (Dharma Realm Buddhist
Young Adults), I met many people
who have turned vegetarian but whose
families don’t support them in their
vegetarianism. I have a lot of admiration
for my Dharma friends because it is not
easy to maintain a belief when people
around you, especially those closest to
you, don’t believe in what you believe.
It takes more character and a strong
resolve to stay vegetarian. So I have
my family to thank for making things
easy, especially my mom who over the
years took a lot of heat from relatives
who reprimanded her for making us
kids eat vegetarian.
I led a very happy childhood. I
did not know what suffering was
and my friends who also have good
families did not know what suffering
was. I led a very ordinary, busy life as
a student in high school and college.
The Buddhist ideas I studied as a kid in
Buddhist texts such as the Four Noble
Truths, the Eightfold Path, and the
Bodhisattva’s practices were not alive
to me. They were words on paper that
sounded very good and idealistic yet far
away from my every day student life.
Then in 1997, at age 19, my interest
in Buddhism took a new turn.
That year my dad passed away
unexpectedly.
My dad’s passing
touched me deeply. I watched him
suffer and felt helpless that I couldn’t
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do anything. It wasn’t just him -- I
saw that many patients in the various
hospitals that we went through suffered
as well. It was not a world that I was
used to. The suffering of illness and
of dying felt very real and close to
my heart. After my dad’s passing, I
started going to the temple regularly
on weekends with my family. My
friends didn’t understand why I went
to the temple so much. After all, life
is good and happy, why do you need
to go to repentances? Why do you
need to bow to the Buddhas so much?
Who needs merit and virtue? Why do
you need to meditate and sit still when
they are so many things and activities
to do? In the temple the people that
attended the ceremonies were mostly
elderly Chinese. It was hard for me
to relate to their problems which were
often about their daughter-in-laws,
grandkids, or old age in general. Also,
no one could explain Buddhism to me
in a way that seemed relevant to the
young, fast pace, accelerated school
and career lives that my friends and I
experienced.
In 2001, Heng Shr Fa Shr at Gold
Wheel Monastery told me about the
DRBY conference at the City of the
Dharma Realm in Sacramento. It was
through DRBY that I was able to learn
the Buddhadharma in English and
find other people of my age who were
also interested in Buddhism. After the
conference, I started attending DRBY
events regularly, and since 2001 I’ve
spent nearly every Christmas or New
Years at CTTB.
Reflecting on what’s taken me
to this point in my life, I recognize
the importance of three things. The
first is drawing near Good Knowing
Advisers. Without my family to
provide love and care, and to provide a
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Amy Chang-Chien (center) is having a discussion
with other DRBY members.

good living environment for me to be
a vegetarian and to go to the temple
together, without my Dharma friends
in DRBY to study Buddhist principles
together and to have a community of
our own, and without all the Dharma
Masters and teachers I’ve met in my
life to provide guidance and to lead
the retreats and ceremonies, I would
not be where I am today, sitting in the
Buddha Hall right now, full of Dharma
joy and purpose in life.
The second thing I recognize is
the importance of having faith or
belief. I come from an engineering
background where everything is based
on logical explanation and tangible
results. However, over the years I
have developed a sense of faith that’s
based on the result of the state of my
mind. This faith has given me a sense
of confidence, less confusion and less
indecision in what I do. For example,
I know that I am full of joy when I
practice giving and also when I attend
dharma sessions. I cannot explain
exactly how this peace and joy of mind
and heart come about, but I do know
that these positive mental states are
very real and tangible to me. I have
gone to the temple regularly for more
than ten years now, even though all

these years my life has been safe and
sound and without much hardship,
that when I wanted to go to college
I had financial aid, and that when I
wanted to work I found a job. Even
though I cannot say for sure that these
are due to the regular repentances and
planting of blessings that I do, I have
faith that it is due to keeping close to
the Buddhadharma. The workings of
karma and retribution are too complex
and are beyond our worldly knowledge
and explanations. For me, having faith
is to keep going and maintaining a
strong belief despite any apparent
hardships or lack of immediate,
materialistic results or responses.
The third thing that I recognize
is the importance of upholding and
maintaining -- upholding the precepts
and maintaining some form of practice.
Reflecting on my life during college
and graduate school, if it wasn’t for
the precepts, I think my life would’ve
been pretty messed up by now. In my
personal experience, alcohol, drugs,
and sex were readily available in
college and universities. Our culture
steers us in a very different way than
what the Buddha teaches us. When
I took the three refuges in Taiwan at
the time when my father was dying,
my three-refuge Dharma Master knew
that America was very liberal and
instructed my sisters and I to recite
the Shurangama Mantra. So I recite
it once a day in the morning everyday.
Again I cannot say for sure what the
power of the Shurangama mantra had
done for my sisters and me, but I know
that I got through those formative
years of my life safely and without
succumbing to bad habits. Thus I
believe it is important to consistently
hold the precepts and to always have a
personal practice.
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